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NEW
LIVERY!

1:76 SCALE 
SCANIA TOPLINE

RECOVERY

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 257

NEW
Tooling!

NEWScooter - Blue/White

Scooter - Blue/White
Oh WOW!  This new Oxford introduction takes us right

back to the 1960s.  The scooter was THE mode of

transport for that generation, epitomised too by it

starring in movies of the day, with famous young

actresses/fashion icons sitting side saddle behind gorgeous

leading men, weaving through Mediterranean streets.

Our UK seaside venues were full of them too at

weekends, when the young parka-clad mods streamed

into town, their scooters emblazoned with badges on the

front and pennants on poles behind the seat.

To launch the newly tooled Scooter, Oxford have chosen

a summery pale blue for the main bodywork with white

front guard and white wheels, all enhanced with chrome

detailing.  The seat, made for a pillion passenger too, is

moulded in black.  The handle bars and brakes are finished

in chrome, as is the headlight surround on the front. 

Our brand new model is registered RKE 224, so definitely

pre 1962.  This is a great series to look forward to! 

                         SCALE      PRICE
76SC001   1:76  £6.25
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I thought it may be time to give an update as it has been a few months since my last. 

Although on the outside it seems the world is beginning to return to some sort of

normality, there are still many challenging side effects.  We continue to fight the fight

and appreciate your patience.  Supply is an issue that many are facing, and we are

hoping for this to improve over the coming months.  It means our release programme

isn’t to schedule and we will expect additional delays. 

I hope you enjoyed the new announcements in the last Globe 256, and this provides

reassurance and confidence in us as a brand, that despite the challenges, the hard

work, determination, and development continues on in the background. 

I am hopeful for 2022 that we will all be able to reunite at the usual shows! 

For now, Christmas is around the corner, so I am preparing for the madness.

AVIATION
1:72 SCALE DH Mosquito - 23 Squadron

RAF 1943 
                    SCALE        PRICE
AC102   1:72  £19.95

Hawker Hurricane Mk1 - 
87 Sqn S/L Ian Gleed Colerne 1941
                               SCALE       PRICE
AC105           1:72  £15.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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1:76 SCALE

Land Rover Series 3 SWB 
Station Wagon - HM Coastguard
                               SCALE       PRICE
76LR3S007   1:76   £6.45

Ferguson TEA Tractor - Grey
                          SCALE      PRICE
76TEA001   1:76  £5.95

Massey Ferguson 135 - Yellow
                          SCALE      PRICE
76MF002   1:76  £6.45

NEWLand Rover Discovery 4 -
West Midlands Police
                              SCALE       PRICE
76DIS006     1:76   £6.45

Land Rover Discovery 4 - West Midlands Police
Our model Discovery 4, registered BX11 KHB, is based

on the upgraded vehicle which Land Rover introduced in

2009, designed by their chief designer, Gerry McGovern.

By 2011, the year of our model, Land Rover had

introduced improvements, mostly mechanical with

emphasis on engines and gearboxes, including an upgraded

3.0L engine - one TDV6 option and the second the SDV6

engine and with a further choice of GS or XS trim.  

The interior had also been upgraded with contemporary

luxury and technological refinements.

Against this background, our 1:76 scale vehicle is a replica

of that used by West Midlands Police who must have

loved the high powered and comfortable Discovery.

Decorated in white with the bright blue and yellow

chequered sides, the white roof has the Police vehicle

number printed in black to aid visibility from the air.  

The SDV6 GS marque is printed in silver on the back

alongside the Land Rover badge.  Note the West Midlands

Police insignia on the rear side windows and also on the

bonnet.  Additional detailing on the bodywork includes

the contemporary Crimestoppers 0800 telephone

number, the orange and yellow POLICE markings under

the rear window and the POLICE lightbar on the front of

the roof sprayed silver and blue.

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA
Tel: 02038 877802  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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1:76 SCALE

NEWLeyland Royal Tiger -
Mexborough & Swinton
                              SCALE       PRICE
76LRT010     1:76  £18.95

Leyland Royal Tiger - Mexborough & Swinton
Bus enthusiasts in South Yorkshire will be particularly

pleased to see this refreshing release of the Leyland Royal

Tiger coach, decorated in the colour scheme of bright

leaf green and cream of the Mexborough & Swinton

Traction Co. Ltd.  

The company, founded in October 1912, was based in

Rawmarsh near Rotherham in the then West Riding of

Yorkshire and they introduced the Leyland Tigers towards

the end of their highly successful trolleybus era in the

early 1950s.  The company went on right until the late

1960s, developing a close relationship with Yorkshire

Traction, which they then became part of before both

were consumed into the National Bus Company in 1969.

The Leyland Royal Tigers, used by many of the major bus

companies were manufactured between 1950 and 1954

and featured an underfloor engine on a heavyweight bus

or coach chassis. 

Here we see our coach, registered LUF 637, off to

Wembley under Private Hire.  The post-war colour

scheme superseded the original brown and red corporate

colour scheme and looks very cheerful, especially with

the wealth of chrome and the gold company lettering

along the sides.  The green masking extends to the wheel

centres too, while the interior seating is moulded in tan.

Note too, the famous Leyland Royal Tiger leaping out of

the badge under the windscreen.  

With the vehicle’s statutory 30 mph speed limit in place,

as printed on the side of the bus, it would have taken

quite a while to get to Wembley down the old Great

North Road but who knows, there may have been a

football match at the end of it!

Beadle Integral - East Yorkshire
                              SCALE       PRICE
76BI003       1:76  £19.95

Plaxton Panorama - 
Sheffield United Tours
                              SCALE       PRICE
76PAN005    1:76  £19.95
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1:76 SCALE

NEWScania Topline Recovery
Truck - White
                                   SCALE       PRICE
76SCA03REC   1:76  £23.95

Scania Topline Recovery Truck -
Crouch Recovery 
                             SCALE       PRICE
SCA02REC   1:76  £23.95

Scania Topline Recovery Truck - White
Our Oxford Essentials series of plain white trucks is

highly popular and this latest addition will enable you to

personalise it in your own Recovery livery or line it up

with varied pristine white body shapes issued so far. 

The Scania Topline tractor unit features a tremendous

amount of detail externally and its up to date

performance and comfort are reflected in both its high

cabin specification as well as ‘what’s under the bonnet’.   

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA
Tel: 02038 877802  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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1:43 SCALE

NEWAston Martin DB2 MkIII
Saloon - Elusive Blue 
                                     SCALE       PRICE
43AMDB2005   1:43  £24.95

Aston Martin DB2 MkIII Saloon - Elusive Blue 
For its latest outing, our 1:43 scale Aston Martin DB2 Mk

III saloon makes an elegant entrance in a misty pale blue,

registered 570 HPL.  A mass of external silver trim

complements the body colour.  The interior has a pale

blue carpet and glove box, pale grey seats and door

panels and black dashboard and steering wheel. 

In real life, the Aston Martin DB Mark III, was classed as a

sports car which the British company made between

1957 and 1959, with only 551 being produced, ensuring 

its exclusivity.  One could buy it as a 2 + 2 hatchback, 

2-seater coupé or 2-seater drophead.  The Mark III was

the first model to sport the new radiator grille which

would become the hallmark of all Astons from then on.

The DBIII also featured another first in its design

evolution - a sloping hatchback body.

Ford Cortina Crayford Open -
Dragoon Red
                              SCALE       PRICE
43CCC003    1:43  £26.95

Jaguar MkV DHC Open -
Opalescent Silver
                              SCALE       PRICE
43JAG5001  1:43  £24.95

AC Aceca - Black
                              SCALE       PRICE
43ACE001    1:43  £24.95
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1:43 SCALE

Land Rover Series III SWB Canvas -
Royal Navy
                                   SCALE       PRICE
43LR3S004     1:43  £16.95

Land Rover Series I 88" Hard Top -
RAF
                                   SCALE       PRICE
43LAN188021  1:43  £16.95

Land Rover Series II SWB Canvas -
RAF Police
                                   SCALE       PRICE
43LR2S007     1:43  £16.95

NEWLand Rover ½ ton
Lightweight - Royal Navy
                              SCALE       PRICE
43LRL009     1:43  £16.95

Land Rover ½ ton Lightweight - Royal Navy
Previously available in 1:76 scale as well, our Land Rover

Lightweight is decorated in the classic Land Rover bronze

green colour scheme with olive green ‘canvas’ back

complete with rear window.  The body colour is also used

for the wheel centres.  The graphics are printed in a

distinctive fluorescent red including a band along the

sides.  The interior is dark green with olive green seating.

Back to the exterior, with a military registration plate 50

FL 71, the model features the authentic addition of a disc

shaped yellow bridge plate fitted to the front of the

vehicle next to the offside light.  Final details see the

spare wheel on the bonnet and a blue roof beacon above

the split windscreen. 

Loved by the British Armed Services, the ‘very useful’

Land Rover Lightweight has been reproduced as an

Oxford miniature many times in its various military

guises, as well as a few civilian variants as well.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA
Tel: 02038 877802  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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N SCALE

NEWFoden FG 8-wheel Platform -
Robsons of Carlisle
                                    SCALE       PRICE
NFG013          1:148  £6.95Foden FG 8-wheel Platform - Robsons of Carlisle

The Foden FG harks back to 1948 although the Foden

name originates even earlier - to 1887 when the company

was founded by Edwin Foden.  The family dynasty based in

Sandbach continued until 1980 when the company was

taken over by American company Paccar.  Sadly it only

lasted a few years before eventually becoming defunct in

2006.  In the early days their only competitor was

Thornycroft, another classic name in the pioneering days

of road haulage.  

The cab and chassis were ideal for a number of loads

from flatbeds to tankers and tippers. Oxford’s 1:148 scale

series has included them all to date, with equally nostalgic

names on the side.

Here we see one of the classic lorries as used by another

doyen of the UK’s early truck scene, Robson’s of Carlisle,

registered ONB 299, which at the time was a Manchester

number plate.  Decorated in the Robson’s maroon and

cream livery, note their characteristic name on the front

‘Border Marquis’.  Additional trim is finished in black,

including the interior.  The unladen platform bed features

a brown ‘planked’ out effect.  The Foden radiator grille in

black and silver includes the Foden ‘signature’ in silver on

a cream diamond shaped background.  A final detail in

gold on the doors tells us that the lorry is part of

Robson’s of Carlisle Distribution Services.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, 
Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA

Tel: 02038 877802  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Mercedes Ambulance - London
                          SCALE        PRICE
NMA002  1:148  £6.95

Scania T Cab Box Trailer - Coca Cola Xmas
                                              SCALE        PRICE
NTCAB007CC         1:148  £15.95
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1:76 SCALE

Burrell 8nhp DCC Showmans
Locomotive No 2342 Vanguard
                              SCALE       PRICE
76BR003      1:76  £17.95

Fowler Steam Roller No.18873
City of Truro
                              SCALE       PRICE
76FSR005    1:76  £13.95

Living Wagon - Maroon/Red
                              SCALE       PRICE
76LW001     1:76  £11.95

Water Bowser - Green
                              SCALE       PRICE
76WB002     1:76   £8.95
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA
Tel: 02038 877802  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Jaguar F E and I Pace 3 Piece Set
                              SCALE       PRICE
76SET75       1:76  £22.85

3 Piece VW Set Coca Cola
                                 SCALE       PRICE
76SET60CC     1:76  £18.95

Stobart Group 5 Piece Van Set
                         SCALE       PRICE
76SET73   1:76  £36.75

Scania T Cab Box Trailer - Coca Cola Xmas
                                              SCALE        PRICE
76TCAB004CC         1:76   £24.95 Scania Pump Ladder -

Humberside Fire and Rescue 
                           SCALE       PRICE
76SFE011   1:76  £23.95

CHRISTMAS   
Featured here are some perfect gift ideas for this year to spoil your loved one, or even yourself! 

Over the months of November/December, all orders that are placed on the Oxford Diecast website, will
have the chance the receive a special prize.  There will be 5 Golden Tickets to find in your orders.

Further details will be available on the website and the Facebook page in November.  
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Throughout the Summer months, we would attend various shows all over the country, and many have

got to know our stand for the famous Lucky Bags.  As we have been unable to attend these shows since

2019, we wanted to bring the element of surprise right to your door.  For £35 you will receive a

combination of randomly selected models with a value of approximately £100, across all scales and

ranges.  Suits the first-time collector, or an experienced modeller.  Limited Availability. FREE Shipping.

BOX RRP Value: Approx £100
Not included in Multi Purchasing.  Please note this box is chosen at random 

and no changes can be made.  Your statutory rights still apply.

LUCKY BOX

Luckybox
                              SCALE       PRICE
LUCKYBOX       -     £35.00

Back To The Future II Flying Version
                                 SCALE       PRICE
22441FVW     1:24  £22.95

3 Piece JCB Anniversary Set
                                 SCALE       PRICE
76SET76         1:76  £69.95

Bedford CF Ice Cream Van -
Morrison Jordans
                              SCALE       PRICE
43CF004      1:43  £17.95

3 Piece Ford Capri Set
Mk1/Mk2/Mk3
                        SCALE       PRICE
76SET69   1:76  £19.95

  GIFT GUIDE
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The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA
TEL: 02038 877802  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

As a treat this year you may have seen our offer of special bundles of products 
on our website.  Keep your eyes peeled as we add some more this Christmas. 

Visit www.oxforddiecast.co.uk and click Gift Sets and Bundles to see more. 

NEW LIVERY!

OR76J27003  1:76 - £109.95 J27 BR (Late) No.65817

OR76J27004  1:76 - £109.95 J27 L&NER (Red Lining) No.1214

BUNDLES

OR763RM003  1:76 - £37.95
Mk3a RFM Virgin West Coast 10206
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